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She walks in beauty: BYRON  

Andante Cantabile  

Voice  

Piano  

She \[ \text{walks in beauty, like the} \]  

night of \[ \text{cloudless} \]  

delicate  

dawns and  

And
Più.

Voice

Piano

P delicato
legatissimo

calm, yet

in my heart, the
smiles that

won, the

links that

glow, but
tell of
days in
goodness

spent

dim.

mf
alternative notes in red.

mind at peace with all be long.

heart whose love is innocent.

dim
A SONG.

SHELLEY.

ANDANTE.

Piano

Sadly and very gently.

Allegretto.

There was no leaf upon the forest base.
On Fanny Godwin.  

SHELLEY.

IV.

Allegro.

Andante

sadly

Col Ped.

Her voice did

very sadly.

heart was broken from which it came.
Andante con Moto.

Sun of the Sleepless!

Byron.

Piano

delicato e tranquillo

mf

Who so beauteous beam glows through Those lovely stars! That she

mf

No man can test not di-

Spur,
How like a dream to joy return;
In the days which shine,
With gentle animation
dim.

But not with its powerless rays:
Sadly and mysteriously
A night-beam, so weakly to be held.
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